THE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IS IN A STATE OF DISGRACE
While the tickets are expensive, the passengers suffer from an overcrowded and slow means of
transportation. Even though the public transport vehicles are overcrowded, people donʼt meet each other.
Friendly gestures are scarce, while hostile and racist attitudes are commonplace. As if things were not
bad enough, a further increase in ticket prices (30-50%) as well as a decrease (20-40%) in the salaries of
the workers of the public transport system (PTS) has already been decided. Furthermore, any PTS lines
which donʼt earn enough money will be discontinued regardless of how many people they serve. On top
of that, a new corps of ticket inspectors (most likely employees of a private security company) will patrol
bus stations and PTS vehicles, charging fines to those without tickets or those who may offer their used
ticket to a fellow passenger.

WE DON’T PAY BECAUSE:
We owe them nothing while they owe us everything.
Moving to and from our daily jobs means time already stolen and poorly spent.
They try to make us pay for everything we do and now they demand even more.
The moment of negation is creative; it opens new spaces and gives us time to talk, to support each other
and to communicate.
Against the devaluation of our lives, we demand everything.

SOLIDARITY BETWEEN THE OPPRESSED
Because what we lack is solidarity and not a state of blissful consumption
Because the current change in the status of the PTS afflicts both the workers and the passengers
Because the PTS will lose any social orientation, operating only in terms of economic gain
Because in this city where alienation reigns in our social intercourse, a friendly gesture or a conversation
seem scarce and precious
We show our solidarity and friendship:

Defending our fellow passengers against the ticket inspectors
Kindly offering our used tickets to other passengers
While we stand in solidarity with PTS workers, we can not ignore a very important point: the ticket
inspectors. For it is them who break any social bond striving for personal gain (the bonus which they gain
from each penalty given) against any communal benefit. This is something which demands answers form
the workers themselves, but also for the part of the passengers who have to resist and de-legitimize the
paid scums of the PTS.
WIDESPREAD ARREST OF PAYMENT
(tolls, hospital tickets, bills, credit cards, bank loans etc)
AS A MINIMUM reparation for our looted lives

